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An integrated description from nucleohistone fiber level to light microscopic level of polytene chromo- 
somes is presented. The integration is based on the results obtained by different new applications of 
electron microscopic techniques and on the analysis of earlier data of chromatin structure. A model for 
the organization of polytene chromosomes in vivo is extrapolated from the EM-data by approximating 
the effects of the physico-chemical parameters changing during preparative procedures. The nucleosome 
unit fiber forms loops, which are organized into about 500A diameter coils with 24 nucleosomes per turn 
of the double fiber. leading to an overall packing ratio of about 1:78. The coils are packed differentially 
into structural units forming the polytene bands, which are separated from each other by interbands of 
unit fibers with no higher order coiling evident. For the general higher order structure of chromatin a 
model capable of explaining former observations in other eukaryotic chromosome systems is proposed. 
A whole mount method suitable for nucleosome fiber examination in polytene chromosomes is intro- 
duced. A sectioning method preserving the nucleosomal structures and a quick method for whole 
mounting polytene chromosomes retaining their light microscopic morphology are also described. 
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Electron microscopic study of eukaryotic chro- 
mosomes is a prerequisite for integrating bio- 
chemical and genetic data into a coherent descrip- 
tion of the structure of chromatin. The fibrous 
network of chromatin threads underlying the light 
microscopic structures has long been studied by 
electron microscopic whole mount methods (e.g., 
 WOLF^ 1965; Du PRAW 1965; GALL 1966; SOLARI 
1968). Variation in the observed fiber diameters, 
mainly effected by different preparative condi- 
tions (cf. SOLARI 1968; BORNKAMM and SONNENBICH- 
L ~ R  1973; BRASCH 1976) combined with the lack of a 
higher order reference structure, limited, how- 
ever, the use of electron microscopic methods in 
interpreting the organization of the DNA double 
helix into higher order structures. 

The situation changed considerably when the 
subunit structure of chromatin (OLINS and WRIGHT 
1973: O L I N S ~ ~ ~  OLINS 1974) was demonstrated and 
a general model of the chromatin unit fiber as a 
beaded string was presented (KORNBERG 1974). The 
existence and the general morphology of round 
particles with relatively constant diameter, i.e. 
nucleosomes (OUDET et al. 1975) on the chromatin 
fiber under certain preparative conditions was 
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soon amply confirmed (e.g., OLINS et  al. 1975; 
RATTNER et al. 1975; LANGMORE and WOOLEY 1975). 
Since then the nucleosomes have become the most 
extensively studied structural features of chroma- 
tin (e.g., CHAMBON 1978). Conventional electron 
microscopy has not been very successful in un- 
raveling the internal structure of isolated nucleo- 
somes (POON and SELIGY 1978, 1980) but, when 
combined with electron scattering and crystallo- 
graphic techniques, electron microscopy has been 
of central importance also in this respect (LANG- 
MORE and WOOLEY 1975; FINCH et al. 1977). 

In attempts to  describe the different orders of 
chromatin fibers with the nucleosome as  a refer- 
ence structure electron microscopic investigation 
has been the main approach. Superhelical coiling 
of the nucleosome unit fiber as represented by the 
solenoid model (BRAM et al. 1975; FINCH and KLUG 
1976; WORCEL and BENYAJATI 1977) and the group- 
ing of nucleosomes into similar-sized clusters as  
represented by the superbead structure (HOZIER 
et al. 1977; STRATLING et al. 1978; SCHEER and 
ZENTGRAF 1978) have both been indicated as the 
basis of the next higher order of organization 
above the nucleosome unit fiber. Nucleosome 
clusters of variable size as well as  multimers of 
such clusters (OLINS 1978; PRUITT and GRAINGER 
1980) have also been reported repeatedly, but it is 
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possible that all the above-mentioned structures 
are only more or less transitional conformations of 
collapsing chromatin fibers in vitro (RATTNER and 
HAMKALO 1978 a, b, 1979: MiLLERet al. 1978: BASU 
1979). The systems thus investigated include 
meiotic chromosomes (e.g., SCHEER and ZENTCRAF 
1978: WEITH and TRAUT 1980; RAITNER et al. 1980) 
and somatic cells in metaphase (RATTNER and 
HAMKALO 1975, 1978a, b: LEPAULT et al. 1980) as 
well as in interphase (e.g., WOODCOCK et al. 1976: 
RATTNER and HAMKALO 1979). 

Unfortunately, polytene Chromosomes lack, so 
far, a nucleosomal fiber description. Nucleosomes 
have been reported to occur in Dipteran polytene 
Chromatin (WOODCOCK et al. 1976: SORSA 1976) but 
it has not been possible to  see interpretable or 
clearly resolved structures, mainly because of 
methodological difficulties in applying whole- 
mount electron microscopic techniques to  poly- 
tene material. So, the description of polytene 
chromosome fiber structure rests mainly on sec- 
tioning data (SORSA and SORSA 1967a, b, 1968a, b; 
KIKNADZE et al. 1976) and on whole mount data of 
severely treated Chromosomes (e.g., SORSA 1973a; 

elucidation of the organization of the nucleosome 
fiber in polytene chromosomes is essential be- 
cause of the wealth of higher order structures that 
these systems offer for research in contrast to 
most other eukaryotic chromosome systems. As a 
first approximation polytene chromosomes can be 
regarded as multistranded cables in which each 
strand represents an individual, extended inter- 
phase chromatid in perfect register with other 
identical chromatids. The most conspicuous mor- 
phological feature resulting from this exact pairing 
of multiple chromatids is undoubtedly the forma- 
tion of alternating high density bands and low 
density interbands along the whole length of poly- 
tene Chromosomes. Most of the research on the 
electron microscopic organization of these 
structures has been done in this laboratory by 
Marja and Veikko Sorsa (e.g., SORSA and SORSA 
1967a, b: 1968a. b: M. SORSA 1969: V. SORSA 1974. 
1976). In spite of the drawbacks of the methods 
used (e.g., DERKSEN and SORSA 1972: SORSA 1973e) a 
basically loop-like organization of polytene 
chromatin has been clearly indicated (e.g., SORSA 
1973b. 1976). As Chromatin loops have been con- 
sistently reported in other chromosome systems 
as well (e.g., CALLAN 1963: S o ~ s ~ a n d  SORSA 1967b: 
MARSDEN and LAEMMLI 1979: BENYAJATI and WORCEL 
1976) the elucidation of polytene Chromosome 
structure should give valuable informatoin also on 

SORSA and VIRRANKOSKI-CASTRODEZA 1976). The 

the general higher order organization of eukaryo- 
tic chromatin, at least in this respect. 

The aim of the present study is to  probe the 
structure of Dipteran salivary gland chromosomes 
with different electron microscopic techniques in 
order to aquire a n  integrated description of 
chromosome structure from nucleohistone fibers 
to light microscopic structures. The nucleosome 
fiber structure will be made visible by methods, 
that have proved successful in other systems (cf. 
HoZlER et al. 1977). The higher order band-inter- 
band structure will be investigated by whole- 
mounting identifiable, acid fixed polytene 
chromosomes (ALANEN and SORSA 1978) and by 
thin sectioning aldehyde fixed material. 

Experimental procedures 
Nucleosome sprcuds 

Fourth instar larvae of Chironomu~ tentans were 
used. Salivary glands excised in the hemolymph 
were transferred immediately on their release into 
a drop of incubation buffer modified from D’AN- 
CELO (1946). The buffer contained YO mM KC 1, 60 
mM NaCI,  5 mM EDTA, 0.5 mM dithiothreitol. 
4.1 mM KH,PO,, 5.9. mN Na,HPO,(pH 6.2). The 
buffer was made I I;i of Nonidet P40 and 0.2 % of 
Triton X-100. A gland was incubated in the de- 
tergent buffer (DB) for 5 min and then washed in 
the buffer without detergents (B) twice for 2 min 
and left in the third drop for an additional 20 min. 
All the foregoing preparative steps were executed 
at 0 4 ° C .  Half a gland was introduced onto a 
hypophase of bidistilled water, with alcohol 
cleaned forceps. Chromosomes were picked up 
with formvar coated hydrophilic grids. The mate- 
rial was stained with 2 57 uranyl acetate in 75 V 
methanol for 30 s and rinsed thereafter in absolute 
methanol for 5-10 s before air drying. The speci- 
mens were rotary shadowed with platinum-palla- 
dium (80:20) wire wound around a tungsten wire. 
Shadowing angle of 8” was used. 

Thin srctions 

Fourth instar larvae of Chironomits p(illi(li~,itt~itii~s 
were used. Salivary glands were incubated in 
3.7 % formaldehyde in 0.1 M Sflrensen’s phos- 
phate buffer (pH 6.2)  for 7 min. The foregoing 
preparative steps were executed at 0-4°C. The 
material was further fixed at room temperature for 
an additional 8 min and placed into a drop of 45 % 
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acetic acid for 3 min. The material was squashed 
between well siliconized cover slip and object 
slide. After removal of the cover slip in liquid 
nitrogen the material was dehydrated and stained 
with 2 9f uranyl acetate in alcohol series. The 
material was embedded in Epon via propylene 
oxide and sectioned. The sections were stained by 
the lead citrate method of REYNOLDS( 1963). 

Acid spreads 

Larvae of ChironomiiA species, Drosophilu 
tnrlunogmst~~r and Drowphila hyrtei were used. 
Salivary glands were excised into a 20 pl  drop of 
60 % propionic acid. After 30 s two microliters of 
65 % citric acid were added and the glands were 
incubated in this solution for an additional 30 s 
before transfer to a hypophase of distilled water. 
In some preparations the acid phase consisted of 
only 45 % acetic acid. Chromosomes were picked 
up by touching the hypophase with a hydrophilic 
grid. The material was dehydrated in an ethanol 
series and sometimes stained with 2 57 uranyl ace- 
tate in 75 % methanol. 

I<.rci ni in (I t io n of' t h (1 ma teria I 

For the light microscopic study of acid spread 
material a siliconized cover slip was lowered onto 
the hypophase. The cover slip was then placed 
over an object slide with a drop of glycerol on it .  
Polytene chromosomes were examined and 
photographed by phase contrast optics. The 
electron microscopic study was carried out at the 
Institute of Electron Microscopy, University of 
Helsinki. The electron microscopes used were 
JEM 100 CX at 60 and 80 kV, JEM 100s at 60 kV 
and Philips EM200 at 80 kV. The original magni- 
fications on the negatives ranged from 500 to 
IS0 000. All measurements were made with a 
measuring lupe (7 x ): the final magnification being 
either 700 000 or I 000 000. Stereoscopic images 
were produced by tilting the specimen stage at  
opposite directions. When the microscope had a 
goniometer, the specimen height was first adjusted 
and an image was recorded with zero tilting angle 
before tilting the stage. Stereoscopic pairs of 
negatives were examined with a tabletop stereo- 
scope having a magnification factor of four and a 
half. and the pictures were correctly oriented in 
respect to the tilting axis. 

Results 
Nucleosome spreads 

Salivary glands from Chironomus tentans were 
incubated in a buffered salt solution containing 
detergents to weaken the membrane structures. 
Polytene chromosomes were released on an aque- 
ous hypophase by osmotic shock. Individual 
chromosomes or groups of them were then picked 
up with hydrophilic grids and further processed 
for electron microscopy. As the two-dimensional 
projections on the electron micrographs were 
found to be inadequate for correct interpretation 
of the three-dimensional structures seen as  the 
thick fibers, stereoscopic image reproduction was 
used (e.g., HUDSON 1973). This improved the final 
image resolution and was thereafter used routinely 
in the documentation of electron microscopic 
data. It should be mentioned that to fully utilize 
the advantages of the method, it should be used in 
combination with a good tabletop stereoscope and 
large formate negatives or blow ups of these. 

Polytene chromosomes in variable state of de- 
condensation were observed. Stretching of mate- 
rial was evident, especially in lateral direction and 
in telomere regions. The more condensed chromo- 
somes were chosen for closer inspection as  the 
banding phenomenon is still recognizable in them, 
even though the exact division into bands and 
interbands is somewhat obscured by the unravel- 
ing of chromatin structure (Fig. 1) .  

Examination of the laterally more evenly 
stretched regions reveals rows of ringlets or clover 
leaf shaped loops connected to each other by 
about l20A (100-l40A) fibers in the general direc- 
tion of the long axis of the chromosome under 
examination (Fig. 2). The connecting fibers were 
usually seen to be forking into two fibers of similar 
diameter and these fibers could sometimes exhibit 
still further forking. In the more heterogeneously 
stretched regions the rings become more irregular 
and extend to 200-300A diameter fibers, often 
tangled with the axial fibers (Fig. 3 and 5). 

In fact, on regions of minimal stretching only 
ring-shaped images in an alternating light and 
heavy d y s i t y  pattern and an occasional fiber 
(250-300A) protruding outwards from the chromo- 
some edge at  a site of a higher density transverse 
band (Fig. 1) are observed. At the edges of wtll 
spread chromosomes a network of thin (40-60A) 
fibrils becomes the dominating feature (Fig. 6). 
For ease of reference the 4 M O A  diameter fibril is 
called the thin fiber, the lOG140A diameter fiber 
is called the unit fiber and the 200-300A diameter 
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Fig. 1 A-C. Unfixed polytene chromosomes of Chironomus tentans spread on an aqueous hypophase. A A high 
contrast copy of the original negative demonstrating the remains of the banding pattern. The scale bar indicates 1 pm.  
B Knobby fibers extending from condensed chromosome edge. The unfolding thick fibers form intermediate 
structures resembling rings or loops. C Higher magnification picture of a lateral fiber. The scale bars in B and C 
represent 0.2pm. 
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Fig. 2. The band-interband morphology in nucleosome spreads.-An evenly stretched chromosome region exhibiting 
rings and clover leaf shapes connected to each other by 100-130A thick longitudinal unit fibers often forking into two. 
The scale bar indicates O.?pm. 
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Fig. 3 A and B. Differentially unraveled chromatids in nucleosome spreads. A Unit fibers connecting unfolding thick 
fibers in a moderately stretched chromosome region. At the top of the picture a rosette-like packing arrangement of 
thick fibers is evident. B Strongly stretched thick fibers still forming ring-like structures. The most extended fibers 
exhibit nucleosome clusters of variable size. - The scale bars represent 0.1 pm. 
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Fig. 4 A and B. Unfolding thick fiber groups in nucleosome spreads. A A group of thick fibers on a well stretched unit 
fiber. The individual thick fibers exhibit similar degree of unravelment. B A group of more extensively unraveled 
thick fibers. Most of the thick fibers have unfolded into unit fiber loops, but a t  the top of the picture one end of a loop 
still exhibits the extended double coil morphology. - The scale bars indicate 0.1 pm.  
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Fig. 5 A and B. Condensed chromosome structures in 
nucleosome spreads. Strongly stretched structures in the 
middle of a chromosome region facing the air on the 
hypophase. A Strong longitudinal stretching of fibers up 
to SOOA in diameter. B Electron dense structures and 
about SOOA fibers uncoiling. An extremely stretched unit 
fiber exhibiting well separated nucleosomes without 
darkly staining central spots is also seen. - The scale 
bars represent 0. I pm.  

chromatin thread is called the thick fiber in this 
report. 

Characterization of the chromatin fibers with the 
nucleosome as a reference structure 

The thin fibers constitute the main fiber class in 
almost completely unraveled chromosomes, and 

in such preparations most of the grid surface is 
filled with this fiber (Fig. 6A) in a complex pattern 
of crossing fibrils and disc-like images. Near the 
recognizable chromosome edge (Fig. 6B) most of 
the thin fibers are loosely coiled, forming hairpin 
shapes and rings. Virtually no nucleosomes are 
seen on these thin fibers. 

The unit fibers clearly constitute the rarest class 
of fibers seen under the conditions prevailing on 
preparation of nucleosome spreads. Most of the 
unit fibers exhibit tight nucleosome packing, but 
on some fibers, especially on ones that are adja- 
cent to the thin fibers, the tight packing loosens 
gradually until only thin fibers are seen (Fig. 6B). 
This unfolding is accompanied by the disappear- 
ance of the central, darkly staining spot char- 
acteristic of the observed nucleosomes in general. 
Unit fibers exhibiting a typical “beads on a string” 
morphology (OLINS and OLINS 1974; OUDET et al. 
1975) were never encountered, though. 

Nucleosomes were best resolved on the thick 
fibers that constituted the most characteristic 
class of fibers on less extensively spread chromo- 
some regions. Nucleosomes are seen in “on edge” 
or “flat” orientation and in all kinds of orienta- 
tions between these two extremes. The most con- 
spicuous morphological feature of the nucleg- 
somes was a central, darkly staining spot (41 ?8A) 
surrounded by a lighter halo with darker indenta- 
tions at the outer edge. Nucleosome size was de- 
termined by measuring the diameter of the light 
halo and the center to center distance of the dark 
spots. Nucleosome diameter varied from 80A to 
I50A the mean diameter being 109At10;2. The 
center to ceater distance of the nucleosomes vad- 
ied from 70A to 170A with an average of 97c9A. 
In a particular region examined, the nucleosome 
diameter was usually quite constant while the 
center to center distance showed more variability. 

Different packing patterns of the nucleosomes 
are found on the thick fibers. Most of the thick 
fibers are tangled with the axial fibers and exhibit 
nucleosome clusters separated from each other by 
variable lengths of thinner fibers. The diameter of 
these clusters varies from 200A to 300A and they 
are quite irregular in their shape (Fig. 3 ,  5 ) .  The 
number of nucleosomes in individual clusters is 
difficult to determine and values ranging from 5 to 
10 could be assigned to clusters with clearly 
observable nucleosomes, but clusters with as few 
as 3 nucleosomes as well as those with well over 
10 nucleosomes could be seen also on these longi- 
tudinal fibers. The lateral thick fibers are less 
stretched and have the knobby appearance of nu- 
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Fig. 6 A-C. Chromatin fiber networks in nucleosome spreads. A A tight network of thin fibers resulting from 
extensive unfolding of unfixed polytene chromosomes. B Higher order structures persisting in the thin fiber network. 
The extended unit fibers consist of elongated nucleosomes without darkly staining central spots. C A relatively 
unstretched chromosome edge with thick fibers unraveling into unit fiber rosettes. -The scale bars indicate 0 . 2 p m .  
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Fig. 7 A-C. Stereoscopic pictures of lateral thick fibers in nucleosorne spreads. The pictures should be viewed with a 
pocket stereoscope having a magnification factor of about two and a half. The interpupillary distance in the 
stereopairs is set to 63 ,rnrn. A The tilting angle is 2 lo". B The tilting angle is 57". C The tilting angle is ?7". - The 
scale bars indicate 500A. 

cleosome clusters in close Fontact with each 
other, but also short (350450A) relatively straight 
striated regions are observed between the clusters 
(Fig. 7). In central regions of the spread chromo- 
somes the lateral thick fibers exhibit regions about 
5OOA in diameter (Fig. 5 ) .  The thick fibers appear 
to be two-dimensional projections of partially col- 
lapsed supercoils (Fig. 7). These supercoils are 
both left- and right-handed with no preference for 
either type. They seem to be composed of one unit 
fiber doubled on itself in a loop-like configuration 
that is either twisted like a hairpin or wound to a 
supercoil in a pairwise arrangement. The turns of 
this coil are mostly extended in the general direc- 
tion of the fiber but sometimes they are perpen- 
dicular to it and 430-550A in diameter (Fig. 5 .  7). 
The more stretched turns measure also about 
500A in diameter when the observed two-dimen- 
sional projections are corrected for their topology. 
The actual thickness of the supercoiling double 
fiber is 220A on the average with very little var- 
iation in the diameter. The lateral thick fibers 
occur in different kinds of groupings along the 

longitudinal fibers. The shortest ones are seen as  
different-sized nucleosome clusters separated 
from each other by the unit fiber. The longer ones 
can either occur alone on the unit fiber as  the short 
ones d o  or  form rosette-like structures with 
multiple lateral fibers originating from a central 
spot (Fig. 3, 4). When these lateral thick fibers are 
unwinding to  two unit fibers, transition stages with 
both types of fibers evident can be seen (Fig. 4B). 

Visualization of the higher order organization of 
polytene chromosomes 

Gcnrral tnorphology o f  w i d  sprrad (,hrOtrio.~ot?ii'J 

To preserve the light microscopic morphology of 
polytene chromosomes. salivary glands from 
Drosophil(i and Chirononiirs species were briefly 
fixed in acetic acid. Polytene chromosomes were 
then spread on an aqueous hypophase and picked 
onto hydrophilic grids. The material was dehy- 
drated and stained for electron microscopic study. 
The method is very similar to those commonly 
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used for light microscopic preparation of polytene 
material. Chromosomes picked up from spreading 
surface with a coverslip for light microscopic 
observation have the morphology found in the 
best squash preparations of polytene chromo- 
somes (Fig. 8A). The chromosomes also retain 
some of their three-dimensional structure even af- 
ter electron microscopic processing and can be 
viewed on the grid surface light microscopically 
(Fig. 8 B ) .  The surface-spreading forces thus seem 
to have similar effect on acid treated polytene 
chromosomes as  the squashing between two glass 
surfaces has. Electron microscopic study of acid 
spreads reveals with better resolution all the mor- 
phological features studied earlier by light micro- 
scopy and thin sectioning electron microscopy, 
and it is possible to  identify genetically well de- 
scribed regions on the chromosomes by using the 
reference system of BRIDGES (1935). 

1 

*I 

Fig. 8 A and B. Light micrographs of acid spread poly- 
tene chromosomes. A Acetic acid treated chromosome 
complement from Drosophilu nrelunogaster salivary 
glands has been picked from the aqueous hypophase 
onto a coverslip and photographed with phase contrast 
optics. The division boundaries are indicated by bars 
and numbering according to BRIDGES (1935). The trans- 
location stock used was y2 / t i ( / )  z+MhY~t , -70LZ6 ‘ sp l  
7(/:4). B Acetic acid treated salivary glands of D. 
rrrcltrnogcrstrr are spread on distilled water. A chromo- 
some complement is picked onto an electron microscope 
grid and the material is air dried after dehydration in an 
ethanol series. The three-dimensional effect is created 
by intentional dealignment of the condensor lense. 

Thc hrrnd-interhrind .srriictiire 

The separation of bands and interbands is very 
good in moderately stretched chromosomes im- 
itating the light microscopic morphology and even 
very thin bands, that are hard to  recognize in 
sectioned material are clearly resolved (Fig. 9). 
Interbands are composedo of relatively straight 
longitudinal fibers 100-130A in diameter. They are 
often clumped together, forming thicker fibers, as 
they cross the space between two bands (Fig. 10). 
The interband fibers often seem to be forking be- 
fore entering the band regions. The bands them- 
selves differ in their morphology from fully con- 
densed ones with no recognizable fine structure to 
ones with only fuzzy fibrils traversing the chromo- 
some width. The most common band type 
observed, though, is the one composed of more or 
less spherical units that differ in their size in dif- 
ferent bands (Fig. 10). These structures are called 
“band units” in this report. 

The smaller band units that are less than IOOOA 
in diameter are  usually unraveled to fibrillar mas- 
ses with no other structural organization evident 
than the overall spherical shape. Th,e larger band 
units. which are from ISMA to 3000A in diameter, 
reveal higher order fibers or  remnants of them, 
especially in the less stretched central parts of the 
bands (Fig. 12). These band units seem to be com- 
posed of about 300% diameter fibers forming loose 
coils of about SOOA in diameter (Fig. 12A, B).  
Sometimes, band units are seen to  be unfolding 
into deformed rings with the SOOA fibers clearly 
resolved (Fig. 12C). These band units appear to 
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Fig. 9. Electron micrograph of an acid spread polytene chromosome. The material has been treated with acetic acid 
and spread on distilled water. The preparation is air dried after dehydration in an alcohol series with uranyl acetate 
for stain. The picture shows the distal half of the X-chromosome ofD.  rnrlunogaster in a relatively condensed state. 
The scale bar indicates 1 Dm. 
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Fig. 10. The band-interband morphology of polytene chromosomes in acid spreads. The end of the polytenic 
X-chromosome from the salivary glands of D. mrlunogasrer is shown in three different preparations exhibiting 
similar polytenization. For the assignment of the division borders 1-3, compare with Fig. 8A. The scale bar indicates 
0.2,um. 
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Fig. 11 A-D. Unraveling chromosome edge in acid spreads. A A condensed region of a polytene chromosome 
consisting of several bands is stretched out into a bulbous structure, in which forking interband fibers connect 
skeletons of rings. Acetic acid fixed preparation. B The uppermost band unit is unfolding into a lateral thick fiber 
consisting of two interwinding I30A diameter fibers. Acetic acid fixation. C Chromosome edge with stretched 
ring-shaped structures. About 500A diameter nodules interpretable as turns of loosened coils are seen. Pro ionic 
citric acid treatment. D Extensively unraveled chromatin fibers at the chromosome edge showing 3 W 5 0 0 R  thick 
fibers. Propionic-citric acid fixation. - The scale bars represent 0.2fim. 
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Fig. 12 A and B. Polytene chromosome band units in acid spreads. A A narrow (2 pm) band consisting of well 
separated band units demonstrating strong aggregation of chromatin into spherical particles. Acetic acid fixation. The 
scale bar indicates 0.1 p m .  B Differentially precipitated band units of a thick band. The band unit on the right exhibits 
less stretching and distortion and an unfolding ring-shaped structure with about 5008, thick coiling fibers is evident. 
The turns of the coils have striations with a spacing of about 250A. Propionic-citric acid fixation. The scale bar 
indicates 0.1 p m .  

consist of only one long 500A thick fiber, which is 
further coiled to a ring-like superstructure. In the 
outer edges of the bands the globular band units 
are replaced by stretched rings showing 500A di- 
ameter nodules or remains of the 500A coiling of 
250-300A fibers (Fig. 1 IC, D). The most prevalent 
fiber class in the larger band units and their de- 
rivativeso consists of 500A fibers, and the 
250-3OOA fibers are seen mostly as striations with 
a spacing of this magnitude. The structure of the 
thick fibers is best seen when the band units un- 

ravel to 250-30061 lateral hairpin loops. Some- 
times, t h y e  thick fibers appear to  be composed of 
two 130A fibers interwinding (Fig. IIB), but 
mostly they are drawn to very long loops of 
extremely thin fiber, which is difficult to follow for 
its entire length. In the more condensed prepara- 
tions chromosome edges are  sometimes unraveled 
into bulbous structures where it is possible to  
follow interbands across the length of several 
bands. The band units are mostly seen as skele- 
tonized remains of rings (Fig. 1 IA) ,  connected to 
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each other by about 100A diameter fibers, often 
seeming to fork several times. The clumping to- 
gether of interband fikers is less evident on such 
regions, and the IOOA fibers appear quite elon- 
gated in comparison to interband fibers in the main 
body of the chromosome region examined. 

The constancy of the band unit structure was 
investigated by means of an identifiable well 
studied region of the X-chromosome in Droso- 
phila rnelanogaster. The band morphology from 
the tip of the X-chromosome to the division 3C 
was compared in several preparations exhibiting 
similar degree of polyteny. As a band by band 
examination of the results shows (Fig. 9, lo), the 
band units in respective bands are quite similar to 
each other both in size and morphology. Further- 
more, different bands have characteristic mor- 
phology of their own, which results partly from 
the observable higher order organization of paired 
homologous chromosomes. The homologs are 
seen to cross each other always in the same re- 
gions in different preparations. 

Thin sections 

Salivary glands incubated in buffered formal- 
dehyde were prepared for thin sectioning by the 
squash technique. Nucleosomes were clearly re- 
solved by this technique (Fig. 13). Examination of 
the small bands reveals loop-like structures or 
rings consisting of fibers varying from IOOA to 
200A in diameter. The interbands are seen to con- 
sist of unit fibers with nucleosomes clearly visible. 
Nucleosomes were measured for comparison with 
data of spreading experiments. There was rela- 
tively little variation in the nucleosome diameters, 
averaging 79*6A. The center to center distance 
was difficult to assess because of the overlapping 
nucleosomes, and a very low value of about 
59*6A was obtained. The central darkly staining 
spot was evident on most nuc!eosomes and had an 
average diameter of 32A (k4A). 

Discussion 
Electron microscopic visualization of chromatin 

Electron microscopy can be regarded as a method 
for visualizing artefacts. In vivo, the phenomena 
studied by electron microscopy are beyond our 
visual frame of reference as we do not possess 
visual concepts at levels below the wavelength of 
light. This fact alone is enough to justify remarks 

made on the artefactual nature of electron micro- 
scopy. It does not, however, dispute the fact that 
visualization is a basic tool of thinking which we 
need also in describing and interpreting pheno- 
mena beyond our physiological sensory range. As 
this problem is not unique to electron microscopy 
but concerns to some degree all methods of in- 
quiry using sensory extensions it need not be dealt 
with more extensively here. 

A practical approach to electron microscopy is 
to regard it as a method for visualizing interpret- 
able artefacts. In the case of chromatin structure 
investigation by electron microscopy this means 
that we start with some kind of a visual model for 
chromatin structure in vivo. Depending on the 
amount of basically physicochemical data in- 
corporated in our model, we can predict the effect 
that different preparative procedures will have on 
our hypothetical chromatin structure. If the re- 
sults obtained are not explainable this way, the 
model has to be revised to take into account the 
new data, or the interpretation of results must be 
considered invalid until a time it can be explained. 
Chromosome models that usually deal with only a 
few aspects of chromosome structure are espe- 
cially prone to continuous revision as it becomes 
more widely realized that a cell nucleus must be 
regarded as a highly organized three-dimensional 
system of interdependent dynamic structures. In 
the following discussion an attempt is made to 
explain the results I have presented, and a model 
for the structure of eukaryotic chromosomes in 
general and polytene chromosomes in particular is 
proposed. 

The nucleosome unit fiber 

The most unexpected result observed in the 
nucleosome spreads is the abundance of thin fib- 
ers and the almost total absence of fibers with the 
beads-on-a-string morphology (OLINS and OLINS 
1974; OUDET et al. 1975). Abundant fibers that are 
50-60A in diameter when winding in a relaxed 
state have been reported earlier in studies combin- 
ing divalent chelation with surface spreading of 
eukaryotic chromatin (SOLARI 1968). Fibrillar 
networks of thin (30A) fibers have also been re- 
ported in alkali-urea treated preparations of poly- 
tene chromosomes (SORSA and SORSA 1970; SORSA 
197213) but they have been interpreted to represent 
protein loosened from chromatin by the adverse 
treatment. It seems improbable, though, that the 
thin fibers found in my preparations result from 
loss of protein as there is no reason to expect that 
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Fig. 13. Thin sectioned polytene chromosome of Chironomus pallidivittatus. Three differentially sectioned thick fiber 
groups are seen on unit fibers bordered by heavy bands. Compare the looping structure on the right with similar 
structures in Fig. 3A and 12B. Nucleosomes are clearly seen in all resolved chromatin structures. The material is 
prefixed with formaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer. The scale bar represents 0.1 pm. 

the methods used would remove significant 
amounts of protein from chromatin (e.g., DOUNCE 
et al. 1972; BORNKAMM and SONNENBICHLER 1973). 
The observation of unit fibers with tightly apposed 
nucleosomes, on one hand, and the abundance of 
thin fibers leads to the conclusion, that the tightly 
packed nucleosome unit fiber unfolds into a 
homogenous width thin fiber with proteins equally 
distributed along its length. According to this 
view, the beads-on-a-string morphology at low 
ionic strengths is not characterstic of unfxed 
chromatin unit fibers with uninterrupted DNA 
backbones. 

The occurrence of the beads-on-a-string mor- 
phology is usually attributed to the undefined un- 
winding action of formalin and to the use of alka- 
line low ionic strength medium containing deter- 
gents (RATTNER et al. 1975; WOODCOCK et al. 1976; 
RATTNER and HAMKALO 1979; PUVION-DUTILLEUL and 
PUVION 1980). The effect of formalin could be 
explained as follows. As a polyanionic macro- 
molecule the chromatin unit fiber has a tendency 
to assume an extended configuration when intro- 
duced to a low ionic strength medium with mini- 
mal charge shielding properties. The resulting 
torsional force is great enough to overcome the 
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stabilizing effect of the histone-histone and his- 
tone-DNA bonding (BARTLEY and CHALKLEY 1973). 
This leads to the unwinding of the nucleosome 
structure without removing the individual histone 
molecules attached to the DNA backbone by 
hydrophobic bonding. Formaldehyde fixation of 
chromatin is known to form bonds mainly between 
DNA and histones (CHALKLEY and HUNTER 1975). I 
propose this bonding to be one possible explana- 
tion for the preservation of nucleosome structures 
at low ionic strengths where the spacer DNA is 
unwound, leading to a beaded string appearance of 
nucleohistone fiber. Another explanation for the 
beads-on-a-string fibers is the proposed relaxation 
of spacer DNA by rotation around double strand 
breaks or single strand nicks generated by the 
endogenous nucleases ( WORCEL and BENYAJATI 
1977). Most of the torsional forces resulting from 
the charge repulsion at low ionic strengths could 
be alleviated by the rotation of the unit fiber 
around the nick points, thus preserving the nu- 
cleosome particles from unwinding. This would 
explain why it is possible to observe well sepa- 
rated nucleosomes also in fragments of unfixed 
chromatin. In fact, in the more extensive studies 
on chromatin fiber morphology as a function of 
ionic strength, the beads-on-a-string morphology 
is seen in nuclease generated chromatin fragments 

et al. 1979). 
The simultaneous observation of both abundant 

thin fibers and recognizable higher order chroma- 
tin structures in the nucleosome spreads is 
attributable to the combined effect of divalent che- 
lation and surface spreading mechanics. In 
Chironomus salivary gland chromosomes there 
are estimated to be 4000-8000 chromatin fibers 
side by side in a very exact alignment with each 
other (BEERMANN 1972). When these cable-like 
structures are spread on an aqueous hypophase, 
some of the chromatids are facing the air while 
others are in the liquid phase. There is also con- 
siderable variation in the surface tensional forces, 
depending on the amount of material already in- 
troduced to a finite surface. The material that gets 
first into contact with the air-liquid interphase is 
spread most extensively, forming a surface film 
that lowers the surface tension and stabilizes the 
chromatin fibers, so that the material getting later 
into contact with the hypophase remains more 
condensed (e.g. SOLARI 1971, 1972). The great 
quantity of well oriented material makes it possi- 
ble to observe gradients of differentially spread 
structures especially in the lateral direction. To 

(i2.g. R E N Z ~ ~  al. 1977; STRATLINGet al. 1978; THOMA 

create similar effect in other eukaryotic chromo- 
some systems it would be necessary to align 
thousands of chromatids into a stable superstruc- 
ture for surface spreading. Divalent chelation for 
its part has been reported to be prerequisite for the 
observation of fine fibrillar networks of chromatin 
fibers in surface spreads (SOLARI 196!). It is known 
to cause unraveling of thick (250A) fibers into 
l00b; fibers (e.g., Rls and KUBAI 1970; MARSDEN and 
LAEMMLI 1979). Similar unwinding effect is also 
observable by wet replication techniques (BASU 
1979) when EDTA is used to chelate divalent cat- 
ions. I propose that EDTA treatment of polytene 
chromosomes, in addition to its nuclease inhibit- 
ing effect also imparts to the higher order 
structures enough unit fiber character to cause 
them to unwind into thin fibers immediately on 
contact with the low ionic strength hypophase. 
This would also explain why so few unit fibers are 
found at the chromosome edges. 

Nucleosome characterization 

Nucleosome-like spherical particles were best 
seen when they formed higher order structures. 
l h i s  phenomenon has been also attributed to the 
use of EDTA treatment before surface spreading 
(HOZIER et al. 1977). Nucleosomes are clearly re- 
solved also in thin sections that have been sub- 
jected to formaldehyde fixation. In the nucleo- 
some spreads the mean nucleosome diameter was 
about llOA, but it was necessary to measure the 
diameter of the light halo around the central spot, 
because the ill defined darkly staining outer edges 
of the particles were overlapping in variable de- 
grees. So, the value obtained is probably more 
representative of the core particle diameter (FINCH 
et al. 1977) and 20-3Ob; should be added to this 
value to make it comparable with other reports on 
the nucleosome measurements. Whichever notion 
is taken, the diameter of the spherical particles 
reported here falls well between the values 
(lOO-140b;) obtained for shadowed nucleosomes 
(e.g., POON and SELIGY 1978). The measured mean 
diameter of the central spot is also quite close to 
values reported earlier ( LANGMORE and WOOLEY 
1975; POON and SELIGY 1980). The absence of cen- 
tral spot on most unit fibers bordering the thin 
fiber net could indicate changed internal structure 
of nucleosomes on these fibers. When the values 
of thin sectioned nucleosomes are compared with 
those obtained by spreading, similar reduction in 
diameters of both the light halo (79b;) and the 
central spot (32b;) is noticed. These values are still 
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acceptable for nucleosomes but a comparison with 
other reports is not possible, as nucleosome data 
on sectioned material is not available. So, it re- 
mains an open question whether the observed 
center to center distance (59A) is a general feature 
of sectioned chromatin or reflects true tight pack- 
ing of nucleosomes. 

Higher order organization of the unit fiber into 
thicker fibers 

The organization of the nucleosome unit fiber into 
higher order structures is quite controversial. 
Solenoid model of supercoiling unit fiber with six 
nucleosomes per turn has been presented as the 
first approximation of the higher order structures 
(FINCH and KLUG 1976). This model was sub- 
stantiated by the observation of thick (300-500,&) 
fiber fragments with striations across the fiber. 
These striations were equally spaced (120-150& 
on a relatively short region with nucleosomes hard 
to make visible. Because of the poor quality of 
electron microscopic images and the nuclease 
treatment used in the sample preparation, these 
results are not very convincing by themselves. 
The interpretation of the structure of the thick 
fiber in terms of solenoidal models originates rath- 
er from scattering studies (e.g. PARDON and WIL- 
KINS 1972; BRAM et al. 1975) and also perhaps from 
the widely accepted supposition that the higher 
order structures of chromatin are explainable by 
uninemic higher order coiling of the DNA double 
helix. The most conspicuous feature of the thick 
fiber (250-300A) in EM study of chromatin has 
always been the occurrence of knob-like higher 
density regions all along the fiber length (e.g., Du 
PRAW 1965; WOLFE 1965; GALL 1966). These knobs 
have been named superbeads (HOZIER et al. 1977). 
The size of the-superbeads varies in different re- 
ports from 200A to 340A (e.g., SCHEER and ZENT- 
GRAF 1978; OLINS 1978; M E Y E R ~ ~ ~  RENZ 1979). The 
original estimation of the number of nucleosomes 
per superbead was between six and ten with only 
4-5 of them visible (e.g. RENZ et al. 1977). The 
same conclusion was reached also by nuclease 
digestion studies of superbeads (e.g. HOZIER et al. 
1977; STRATLING et al. 1978). Recent investigations 
estimate the superbead size to be nearer the upper 
limit (340A) of reported superbead diameters (e.g., 
PRUITT and GRAINGER 1980) and the number of nu- 
cleosomes per superbead to be over ten (e.g., 
MEYER and RENZ 1979; ITKES et al. 1980). 

The main argument against the solenoidal 
structure has been presented by HOZIER et al. 

(1977), who criticize the diffraction experiments, 
because the temporal lowering of ionic strength in 
preparative stages is claimed to be responsible for 
the formation of solenoids. These arguments have 
been contradicted, on the other hand, by the re- 
sults obtained from electron microscopic demon- 
stration of chromatin fragments not subjected to 
this ionic condition (THOMA et al. 1979). The 
simultaneous observation of both solenoids and 
superbeads (e.g. MILLER et al. 1978; OLINS 1978) 
has led to explanations assuming that superbeads 
are transitory structures resulting from the unfold- 
ing or collapsing of the solenoids (e.g., RATTNER 
and HAMKALO 1978a, b; BASU 1979). For the 
appearance of superbeads as a result of unfolding 
solenoid structure, it is further supposed that there 
is a stabilizing factor extending over two turns of 
the solenoid (PRUITT and GRAINGER 1980; ITKES et al. 
1980). Both superbead and solenoid interpretable 
images were produced also by the methods used 
for the EM demonstration of the nucleosomal 
structure of polytene chromosomes. 

The collapse of the hypothetical chromatin coils 
is explainable on a closer examination of the 
methods used. As already discussed the chelation 
of divalent cations is considered to unravel the 
higher order structures of chromatin (e.g., FINCH 
and KLUG 1976; BASU 1979) and the presence of 
divalents is considered essential for the preserva- 
tion of the thick (250A) fiber (e.g., RATTNER and 
HAMKALO 1978a, b). Spreading of chromatin on a 
hypophase of bidistilled water is also expected to 
unravel the chromatin structure by reduction of 
ionic strength (e.g., THOMA et al. 1979; HOZIER 
et al. 1977). This is the case even if small concen- 
trations of divalent cations are present (PRUITT and 
GRAINGER 1980). The reasons for the uncomplete 
disassembly of all the material has been discussed 
earlier in context with the unit fiber. Finally, also 
detergents used for membrane dissolution are sus- 
pected to be responsible for unfolding the higher 
order chromatin structures. The effect of the de- 
tergent treatment used in this study is, however, 
difficult to estimate, as the reported unraveling 
has been observed under more adverse conditions 
(RATTNER and HAMKALO 1978a, b; BASU 1979; 
PUVION-DUTILLEUL and PUVION 1980) than those 
prevailing during the preparation of polytene ma- 
terial. 

Histone H1 is considered to be essential for the 
higher order coiling of the nucleosome unit fiber 
into the thick (250A) fiber (e.g., WORCEL and 
BENYAJATI 1977; STR~TLING et al. 1978; THOMA et al. 
1979). It could also be responsible in part for the 
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Fig. 14 A-C. A model for the structure of eukaryotic chromatids. A A model for the supercoiling of the nucleos?me 
unit fiber. The nucleosome unit fiber is assumed to consist of tightly apposed 60A high cylinders, which are IIOA in 
diameter (cf. FINCH et al. 1977). The unit fiber forms side-loops of tightly paired fibers, which are further organized 
into 480A outer diameter supercoils. The individual nucleosome particles have their short axis perpendicular to the 
supercoil axis. The number of nucleosomes per turn of the double fiber supercoil is 24 and the number per turn of the 
unit fiber supercoil is 12. Histone HI is proposed to be partly responsible for the size determination of the supercoil 
as HI is reported to occur in units of twelve (ITKES et al. 1980). 

The DNA following the curves of the cylinders in the supercoil could give rise to the diffractions at the 420-460A 
level expected to originate from the higher order organization of nucleosome unit fibers (BRAM et al. 1975). 

The path of the unit fiber at the base of the supercoiling loop is not known. The determination of the loop sites is 
also left open. but there are indications that RNA could be in part responsible for the stability of the loops (BENYAJATI 
and WORCEL 1976). Assuming that the DNA packing ratio in nucleosomes is 1:6.5 (WORCEL and BENYAJATI 1977) 
leads to an overall packing ratio of 1:78 in the supercoil. This is proposed to represent the highest packing order of 
interphase chromatids in general. 
B A general model of the structure of eukaryote chromatids. From right to left: An eukaryote chromatid exhibiting 
meiotic lampbrush loop (8) morphology. In interphase a unit fiber loop (7) with tightly apposed nucleosomes forms a 
closely paired sideloop (6) that is organized into a 480A diameter supercoil (5) with a DNA packing ratio of 1:78. The 
supercoils are presented with their axis either perpendicular (4) or parallel (3) to the chromatid axis. In metaphase all 
the supercoils are oriented along the chromatid axis and form a continuous 480A diameter fiber (2) with a DNA 
packing ratio of 1:90. This fiber coils further into a 2000A diameter metaphase tube (1) with an overall DNA packing 
ratio of 1:YOO. I have arrived at the values just presented for a metaphase chromatid in the following way. The DNA 
packing ratio of nucleosomes is assumed to be l :63 ( W O R C E L ~ ~ ~  BENYAJATI 1Y77) and the nucleosome packing ratio 
of the 480A supercoils is assumed to be I :  12. The length of the continuous 480A thick fiber is calculated as follows. 
The DNA length in the somatic X-chromosome of D. mrlunogastrr is reported to be 10 mm. and the corresponding 
polytene X-chromosome is known to be 0.2 mm in length (BEERMANN 1972). The DNA length (1.3 mm) of a 0.2 mm 
long nucleosome unit fiber is subtracted from the overall length of 10 mm giving 8.7 mm for the DNA length in the 
continuous 480A thick fiber. By multiplying the DNA length with the DNA packing ratio of the 480A diameter 
supercoil (1:78) we arrive at the value I 1  I p m  representing the length of the continuous 480A thick fiber. This is quite 
close to the reported value for total band length (100pm) of the polytene X-chromosome (BEERMANN 1972). 
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occurrence of superbeads (ITKES et al. 1980). The 
removal of HI is known to result in similar unfold- 
ing of the thick fiber as is observed at low ionic 
strengths (e.g., HOZIER et al. 1977; PRUITI. and 
GRAINGER 1980). Unfolded polytene chromosomes 
could retain all their histones if it is assumed that 
HI molecules change their binding into a non- 
cooperative mode without actual loss of histones 
at low ionic strengths (RENZ et al. 1977). 

As is apparent from the discussion above, the 
thick fibers seen in polytene preparations repre- 
Fent extensively unraveled chromosome struc- 
tures that could result from the stretching and 
unfolding of solenoidal coils. In spite of the fact 
that the morphology of the thick fibers in polytene 
chromosomes is similar to the structures demon- 
strated by others under similar experimental con- 
ditions, my results must be interpreted differently 
as it  is evident that most if not all of the thick 
fibers in polytene chromosomes are composed of 
two unit fibers or more exactly of one loop of the 
unit fiber. The concept of doubleness of chromatin 
fibers (e.g., Ris and KUBAI 1970) has not gained 
wide general acceptance. Even though the appar- 
ently double nature of the thick fiber has been 
observed quite often (e.g., RAITNER and HAMKALO 

1978a, b; LEPAULT et al. 1980) it has usually been 
interpreted as an illusion created by a loose 
arrangement of one unit fiber instead of two paral- 
lel nucleosome fibers (e.g., THOMA et al. 1979; 
RAITNER and HAMKALO 1979). Because of this in- 
terpretation, the models of nucleosomal super- 
structures (e.g., FINCH and KLUG 1976; W O R C E L ~ ~ ~  
BENYAJATI 1977; THOMA et al. 1979) are based on 
the homonemic supercoiling of a single unit fiber 
even though it is known that plectonemic coiling 
of parallel fibers is topologically interchangeable 
with the telephone cable morphology of 
homonemic coiling (e.g., VINOGRAD et al. 1968; 
EICKBUSH and MOUNDRIANAKIS 1978). In contrast to 
these models, I propose that the structures seen in 
the thick fibers of polytene chromosomes origi- 
nate from plectonemically coiled unit fiber loops. 
My interpretation of the observed higher order 
coiling of the unit fiber is presented in Fig. 14A. If 
the observed loop configuration is taken to be a 
more general characteristic of eukaryotic chroma- 
tin (see later), it would mean that the above-men- 
tioned models and the conclusions drawn from 
them have to be revised, to be compatible with 
plectonemic coiling of double fibers. 

When the packing ratio of the 11 I p m  long fiber is corrected to take into account also the 200pm long nucleosome 
unit fiber, we arrive at values of about 1: 14 for the nucleosome packing ratio and I : %  for the DNA packing ratio. 
Mitotic X-chromosomes ofD. melanogaster have been reported to be organized into about 1 I p m  long tubes that are 
about 4000A in diameter (ZEUTHEN et al. 1979). The 1 1  1 pm long fiber could be coiled into a 11 pm long tube with a 
packing ratio of 1 : l O .  The overall DNA packing ratio would thus be 1:900. As the path of the interband-forming 
nucleosome unit fiber is not known in this metaphase tube, it has not been taken into account in the calculations 
giving the value of 2000A for the outer diameter of the tube. To explain th: discrepancy in the reported and calculated 
diameters of the tube, I propose that the observed diameter of about 4000A represents the width of an expanded tube. 
This expansion could be brought about by the combined effect of an acid phase and low ionic strengths used in the 
preparation of material. 
C A general model for a polytene chromatid. On the left, a nucleosome unit fiber loop is shown in open, extended coil 
and tight coil conformation. The tight supercoils are represented as being either parallel or perpendicular to the unit 
fiber axis of the extended chromatid. The rings represent supercoils seen from above. The axial fibers connecting 
loops or their higher order derivatives represent interbands. Differential replication is indicated by dividing axial 
lines. 

The polytene chromosome morphology is proposed to result from differential replication of two homologous 
interphase chromatids. The minimum number of chromatids per polytene chromosome is thus two, but there are 
probably multiple chromatids even in chromosome constrictions. A practical approach to the chromatid nomencla- 
ture is to regard any polytene chromosome region bordered by two unit fibers as a polytene chromatid. Polytene 
chromosomes can, thus, be regarded as cables of exactly aligned homologous polytene chromatids. Polytene 
chromosome bands are seen on aligned loop sites and interbands on aligned unit fiber regions. The band morphology 
depends on the original unit fiber loop conformation and length as well as on the replication pattern of a particular 
band. The loops themselves can be differentially extended in bands exhibiting variable activity. For loop length 
considerations, see Table I .  The differential replication model predicts different size structural units for different 
bands. The question whether the above mentioned reasons are enough to explain the observed packing arrangement 
of polytene chromosome bands is left open, as it is possible that there is an ordering principle other than replication 
organizing polytene chromatids into band units. The model predicts also differential replication of interband regions. 
As can be seen, according to the model only about half of the axial unit fiber length of the polytene chromatid is 
observable as forming interbands. The rest of the axial unit fiber is obscured by the supercoiling loops. 
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Polytene chromosome structure 

To discuss my interpretation of the results pre- 
sented here, I put forward a proposal for a general 
model of the polytene chormosome structure. The 
model is shown in Fig. 14C. The main features of 
the model can be summarized as follows. 

The structure of a polytene chromatid is based 
on a nucleohistone fiber coiling into a tight nucleo- 
soma1 unit fiber. At intervals the unit fiber forms 
different length l o o ~ s .  A loop can coil plecto- 
nemically into a 500A thick fiber. Interbands are 
formed by exact longitudinal alignment of homo- 
logous unlooped regions of the differentially repli- 
cated unit fiber on parallel chromatids. The ho- 
mologous exactly aligned SOOA thick fibers and 
their derivatives on these chromatids form band 
units. The bands are formed by the relatively 
exact alignment of these band units. 

I have arrived at the presentation of the model 
by integrating my results obtained by two com- 
plementing surface spreading methods and one 
sectioning method with the older data on the 
electron microscopic visualization of polytene 
chromosomes. The model is a static one and does 
not take into consideration the dynamic aspects of 
the structures. The functional structure of poly- 
tene chromosomes will be examined in a sub- 
sequent paper (manuscript in preparation). 

The central feature of the model is the looping of 
the unit fiber. This kind of looping structure, while 
not well resolved on acid-spread material, is found 
in nucleosome spreads and thin sections. Most of 
the loops in nucleosome spreads are, though, in 
the thick fiber conformation. The loop structures 
of polytene chromosomes have been investigated 
earlier mainly by Veikko Sorsa in alkali-urea 
treated material (e.g., SORSA et al. 1970: SORSA 
1972a, b, 1973a-d; DERKSEN and SORSA 1972: SORSA 
and VIRRANKOSKI-CASTRODEZA 1976). The results 
obtained indicate that loops separated by axial 
fibers are basic structures persisting after all other 
structures have been unraveled by the treatment. 
Except for my results, there is very little direct 
evidence for the plectonemic coiling of unit fibers 
into thick fibers: Lateral fibers with diameters 
similar (230-300A) to the thick fibers have been 
reported on surface spreads (RAE 1966) and on thin 
sections of protein linked material (GERSH and 
GERSH 1973). In contrast, the fibers shown by the 
acetic acid squash technique are only about IOOA 
thick (e.g., SORSA and SORSA 1968a; SORSA 1973e). 
However, the observation of paired fibrils in the 
band regions has been suggested to indicate a 
possible coiling of loop structures at least in some 
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of the bands (SORSA and SORSA 1967a, 1968a; SORSA 
1976). The theoretical significance of hairpin loops 
in relation to replication has been discussed by V. 
SORSA (1976). In the nucleosome spreads the thick 
fiber morphology is seen to result from the stretch- 
ing of about SOOA diameter coils. Fibers of this 
size class seem to be the most prevalent ones in 
some band regions of the acid spreads. Fibers as 
thick as 500A have been reported earlier in 
polytene chromosomes only after lampbrush in- 
ducement by alkali-urea (SORSA and SORSA 1970: 
SORSA et al. 1970). In these preparations S00A 
thick fibets are observed to coil further into 
300040OOA diameter fibers, but recognizable 
band and interband fibers are reported to be only 
200-400A thick. The existence of higher order or- 
ganization is also supported by the results indicat- 
ing extensive order in the polytene bands (SEDAT 
and MANUELIDIS 1978). 

According to my interpretation the multiple 
rings at different stages of unravelment observed 
in nucleosome spreads represent loosened and lat- 
erally displaced turns of a higher order coil of 
parallel unit fibers. If this is so, then the reports on 
similar structures (GERSH and GERSH 1973; SORSA 
1974) can be considered to give indirect support 
for the existence of about 500A coiling of the thick 
fibers. The size of the coils that the unit fiber loops 
attain is probably proportional to the length of the 
individual loops but it might also depend on the 
packing arrangement of homologous chromo- 
meres into band units. The term “band unit” 
should not be confused with the term “chromo- 
mere”. In this report, that is mainly concerned 
with the static structure of polytene chromo- 
somes, the term “chromomere” refers exclusively 
to a single chromatid’s contribution to a band. The 
term “band unit” on the other hand refers to the 
observable packing pattern of homologous 
chromomeres in a band. One extreme of the band 
unit is represented by a chromomere and the other 
extreme is represented by a whole band. Band 
units have been observed in acetic squashes of 
both alkali-urea treated and untreated material 
(e.g., S O R S A ~ ~ ~  SORSA 1968a; SORSA 1973c, 1974) as 
well as in acetic spreads (BURKHOLDER 1976). Even 
though the band morphology depends on the band 
unit morphology, the chromomere concept has 
been used instead for the general classification of 
bands (e.g., M. SORSA 1969; KIKNADZE et al. 1976). 
The lack of description of individual bands with 
band units is understandable, because it is difficult 
to ascertain the constancy of band units in a 
particular band when using thin sectioning 
terhniniiee 
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The pairwise arrangement of interband fibers is 
a constantly reported phenomenon in thin sections 
of acetic squashes (e.g., M. SORSA 1969; SoRsAand 
SORSA 1967a, 1968b) where two thin (S0-60A) 
fibrils are seen to fuse together into a l20-170A 
interband fiber. The latest sectioning data on ace 
tic squashes reports interband fibers in unstretched 
regjons to t e  about 100A thick with variation from 
SOA to ISOA (SORSA 1973e) while in glutaraldehyde 
fixed, unsquashed sections interband thicknesses 
have been reported to vary from l O O A  to 200A 
(KIKNADZE et al. 1976). The highest values for 
interband fiber diameters have been reported by 
RAE (1966), who observed only 230A thick fibers in 
surface spreads of polytene chromosomes, but 
considering the poor quality of the preparations 
these values are not very presentative. The diffi- 
culty in fixing a definitive value for the interband 
fiber diameter is clearly demonstrated in acid 
spreads where 130-150A interband fibers are re- 
ported (BURKHOLDER 1976) to consist of variable 
number of thinner (80-9OA) fibers. This bundling 
together is the most constant feature when all the 
results on interband structure are compared, and I 
propose that it reflects the organization of 
chromomeres into band units in the bordering 
bands. My interpretation, based mainly on the 
nucleosome spreads and nucleosome sections, 
assumes interbands to be composed of unit fibers 
with no higher order coiling. One reasonable ex- 
planation for the forking of these fibers is to 
assume them to represent replication forks. This 
would give new insight to the problem of band- 
interband determination and explain the granules, 
often seen connecting two parallel interband fibrils 
about 30A in diameter in strongly stretched pre- 
parations, as DNA-polymerase molecules ( SORSA 
and SORSA 1968b). 

Methodological evaluation 

The reported differences in polytene chromosome 
structure and especially in the size determinations 
are attributable to the differences in the prepara- 
tive methods used for electron microscopic vis- 
ualization. 

As pointed out by V.  S 0 ~ ~ ~ ( 1 9 7 3 e ) ,  the exact 
demonstration of individual coils and the size of 
nucleohistone fibers is difficult because of lower 
resolution in sectioned material in comparison to 
spread material. The histone-removing effect of 
the acid phases (e.g., DICK and JOHNS 1968) is a 
drawback that has been circumvented in glutaral- 
dehyde fixed material but which has to be taken 

into consideration when interpreting the results 
obtained with acid fixed material. The strong 
stretching possible in squashes helps the observa- 
tion of small bands (e.g., SORSA and SORSA 1968b) 
and the spreading effect loosens partially the 
edges of band regions thus facilitating the investi- 
gation of band structures (SORSA and SORSA 1968a). 
The spatial relationship of different structures is 
best preserved in thin sections, especially in glu- 
taraldehyde fixed material that has not been 
squashed (e.g., KIKNADZE et al. 1976). This advan- 
tage of sectioned material is unfortunately some- 
what invalidated by the fact, that only twodimen- 
sional images of thin slices of the material are 
examined. In my opinion this drawback can be 
partly avoided by combining stereoscopic visuali- 
zation of serial sections with computerized image 
processing and three-dimensional reconstruction. 

The lack of detail in alkali-urea spreads is 
explainable by the combination of high pH with 
urea, which breaks hydrogen bonding of histones 
and perhaps also the hydrophobic bonds between 
histones and DNA (BARTLEY and CHALKLEY 1973). 
In spite of the drawbacks, this method has been 
successful in revealing the basically loop-like 
morphology of polytene chromosomes (e.g., SOR- 
SA 1973b). The methodology used in nucleosome 
spreads as well as the importance of an observable 
reference structure have already been discussed 
(see earlier) but an additional point could be 
brought into attention. The nucleosome-spreading 
results can be regarded as a direct continuity to 
the alkali-urea spreads, as the lowest order 
structures observed exhibit the open loop mor- 
phology. Similar overlap of structures is also evi- 
dent between the nucleosome spreads and acid 
spreads. What has been earlier stated about the 
use of acid and stretching of material is also rele- 
vant when acid spreading methodology is consid- 
ered. The main advantage of the method, when 
compared to nucleosome spreading, is the better 
preservation of higher order structures so that 
they can be localized on identifiable regions of 
polytene chromosomes by using the band-inter- 
band reference system (e.g., BRIDGES 1935). The 
main advantage to thin sectioning of acid squashes 
is the possibility to visualize whole polytene 
chromosomes electron microscopically. This 
method is also several magnitudes quicker than 
any sectioning method (ALANEN and SORSA 1978). 
Finally, the thin sectioning method presented in 
this report offers a possibility of investigating the 
nucleosomal structure of chromatin without overt- 
ly  distorting its three-dimensional organization. It 
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is concluded that the results obtainable by these 
different techniques, when integrated, are capable 
of describing the general structure of polytene 
chromosomes from nucleohistone level to light 
microscopic level. 

Comparison with other eukaryotic systems 

Some of my results are interpretable only in 
polytene systems, but the coiling loop structure 
could well represent a more general organization 
of eukaryotic chromatin. In  addition to meiotic 
chromosomes (e.g., CALLAN 1963: SORSA and SORSA 
1967b: RATTNER et al. 1980; WEITH and TRAUT 1980) 
loops have also been observed in metaphase and 
interphase chromosomes in nonplytene systems. 
BENYAJATI and WORCEL (1976) have inferred from 
their sedimentation studies that the interphase 
genome of Drosophilu mrlanoguster consists of 
supercoiled DNA loops about 85 000 bp long con- 
taining 400 nucleosomes on the average. Loops 
have also been visualized in interphase and pro- 
phase chromatin of human leukocytes (YUNIS and 
BAHR 1979). SONNENBICHLER (1969) was able to 
show rosette-like structures in calf thymus 
chromatin after salt treatment. Since then, salt 
treatments have been used successfully for the 
demonstration of both rosettes (e.g., OKADA and 
COMINGS 1979) and DNA loops (e.g., PAULSON and 
LAEMMLI 1977: LAEMMLI et al. 1978). In prepara- 
tions where nucleo2omes are clearly resolved the 
loops are 200-300A thick and 1-5 microns long 
(RATTNER and HAMKALO 1978a, b). Recently, MARS- 
DEN and LAEMMLI (1979) were able to make visible 
metaphase loops in sectioned material treated 
either with MgCI, or EDTA. After divalent chela- 
tion the 250A thick loop fibers were replaced by 
l O O A  thick loop fibers. In hexylene glycol isolated 
material 500A nodules were ofound. Similar 
chromatin bundles of about 500A diameter have 
also been observed both in metaphase and inter- 
phase cells by freeze fracturing methods (LEPAULT 
et al. 1980). The occurrence of domains of DNA of 
a size expected for the length of DNA in loops 

loop-like structure in interphase chromatin as 
stated by BAK et al. (1979). The results of 
MULLINGER and JOHNSON (1979) and MCREADY et al. 
(1979) lend additional support for their statement. 
In spite of the seemingly contradictory results in- 
dicating a tube-like structure of metaphase chro- 
mosomes (e.g., BAK and ZEUTHEN 1978) I consider 
there to be enough evidence for the general exist- 
ence of loop structures in eukaryotic chromo- 

(IG6-KEMENES and ZACHAU 1978) may also point to a 

somes to propose that the model of a polytene 
chromatid that I have presented should be re- 
garded as a general model of an eukaryotic 
chromatid in extended state. As a corollary, all the 
previous models for the higher order organization 
of the unit fiber should be revised to take into 
account the plectonemic coiling. 

If the value for the amount of interband 
chromatin in polytene chromosomes (e.g., BEER- 
MANN 1972) is regarded to reflect the situation in 
other eukaryotic systems, then over 95 % of the 
chromatin is in looped configuration and it is likely 
that most if not all of the chromatin obtained by 
nuclease fragmentation represents plectonemic 
coils of the unit fiber. The model could explain for 
instance the diffraction data of BRAM et al. (1975) 
and the recently reported occurrence of 
“clisones” (ITKES et al. 1980) as resulting from one 
turn of the proposed coiling structure. It could 
also explain the morphological variation and size 
of superbeads (MEYER and RENZ 1979) in chromatin 
fragments as two-dimensional images of differen- 
tially stretched turns of the plectonemic coil with 
24 nucleosomes representing one whole turn. In 
fact, under the experimental conditions reported, 
all the nucleosomal structures that I have referred 
to could be explained by the expected behaviour 
of chromatin organized the way the model pre- 
sumes. 

The model can be used for theoretical calcula- 
tions of the packing ratios and dimensions at dif- 
ferent levels of structural organization observed in 
polytene chromosomes, but it also has predictive 
value when applied to the other chromosome 
systems. The question whether genes can be 
found in interbands (e.g., CRICK 1971; ZHIMULEV 
and BELYAEVA 1975) can be approached by calcu- 
lating the DNA length in interbands starting from 
the assumption that interbands are composed of 
the unit fiber with no higher order coiling. Inter- 
band lengths have been reported to vary from 
300A to 2000A, but the occurrence of minibands 
(SORSA and SORSA 1968b; M. SORSA 1969) of about 
300A thickness makes the existence of interbands 
longer than IOOOA uncertain, as pointed out by 
BEERMANN ( 1972) and later by GERSH ( 1975). Using 
a packing ratio of 6.5 (WORCEL and BENYAJATI 1977) 
for the nucleosomes in the unit fiber we arrive at 
the values 1950A (570 bp) and 6500A ( I910 bp) 
repre2enting respective interbands 300A and 
IOOOA in length. A continuous gene of this size 
could code for proteins containing from 190 to 637 
amino acids. Thus, it is obvious that the shortest 
observable interbands could contain a gene and 
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Tuhle ‘ 1 .  Predicted supercoil lengths of different size chromo- 
meres 

Chromomere size” 
(10’ bp) 1 2 4 8  16 

Number of loops per chromomere 

5b 2 3 0 h  
( I  .0)f 

I ob 460A 230A 
(2.1) (1.0) 

4oc 1880A 9OOA 450A 225A 
(8.3) (4.1) (2.1) (1.0) 

8 9  3900A I9SOA 970A 490A 240A 
(17.7) (8.8) (4.4) (2.2) ( 1 . 1 )  

I OOe 4580R 22WA ll50A 570A 290A 
(20.8) (10.4) (5.2) (2.6) (1.3) 

a Chromomere sizes according to  BEERMANN (1972) 
Estimated chromomere size in small bands of D. melanogosrer 
Estimated chromomere size in an average band of D. melunogasrer 

NYAJATI and WORCEL 1976) 
Estimated chromomere size in thickest bands of D. melunogosler 
Number of turns having 24 nucleosomes 

g Length of tight supercoil 480A in diameter 

* The average size of loops in D. mrlonogosrer interphase genome (BE- 

still tolerate moderate splicing. On the other hand, 
we know that all transcripts cannot originate sole- 
ly  from one interband region. For  example, the 
75s RNA in Chironornus tentans (e.g., LAMB and 
DANEHOLT 1979) would need interband length 
exceeding 1.8 microns to accomodate its 12.6 
microns length. In conclusion it can be stated that 
calculations of this kind do not exclude the possi- 
bility of locating genes in the interbands. The pos- 
sibility of observing gene activity in interbands 
will be discussed in a subsequent paper (manu- 
script in preparation). 

Similar calculations predict different packing 
arrangements for different size chromomeres. For 
instance an average chromomere of Drosophila 
melanogaster containing 30 000 bp of DNA (GERSH 
1975; SORSA 1976) could be packed into 150 nu- 
cleosomes each containing about 200 base pairs. 
This is equal to 6.25 turns of the plectonemic 
double coil having 24 nucleosomes in one turn and 
would be represented by 480A thick rod over 
I 300A in length. Assuming two or four loops ped 
chromomere would lead to about 700A and 350A 
long structures. Calculations based on reported 
chromomere and loop sizes are presented in 
Table I .  

To  conclude this discussion, I would like to 
bring into attention the perhaps not so obvious 
fact, that as the acid-spreading method presented 
here is methodologically quite similar to those 
techniques commonly used in light microscopic 
preparations autoradiographically and immuno- 

chemically labelled, its applications in these areas 
should open up a new level of resolution in locali- 
zation of known biomolecules. 
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